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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RBH SOUND INTRODUCES 30TH ANNIVERSARY LOUDSPEAKER
RBH’S LIMITED EDITION LOUDSPEAKER DEMONSTRATED AT CES ‘07
LAS VEGAS, NV – CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW – JANUARY 8-11, 2007 –
VENETIAN SUITE 29-318 – In celebration of thirty years in business and continuing their
tradition of excellence, RBH Sound proudly introduces the T-30LSE. The newest addition to
RBH’s Signature Series, the T-30LSE is RBH’s highest-performance freestanding loudspeaker.
The 3-way T-30LSE provides pristine audio clarity, can produce extreme sound pressure levels,
and is designed for high-end listening rooms and larger home theaters. The T-30LSE is being
demonstrated in suite 29-318 at the High Performance Audio and Home Theater exhibits in the
Venetian, the newest venue of the Consumer Electronics Show.

Improving upon RBH's popular T-2 modular tower loudspeaker, the T-30LSE features three 1inch Ferrofluid® liquid-cooled Scanspeak tweeters, four 6-1/2-inch mid-woofers and two 10-inch
subwoofers. RBH’s aluminum cone technology is utilized in the fixed-phase plug 6-1/2-inch
woofers and the two 10-inch subwoofers. The T-30LSE’s extensively-braced 60-1/2-inch tall
cabinet design provides additional air-space for the high performance 10-inch woofers, which
extends the frequency response to an earth-shaking 18Hz!

Higher resolution and an increased articulation are the end result of the T-30LSE’s design. The
T-30LSE’s mid-woofers and tweeters are arranged in a dispersion averaging alignment which
focuses the sound at the listening position. An added benefit of this alignment is reduced sound
reflections from surfaces in the listening environment. These sonic attributes are not typically
found in a speaker capable of delivering the sound pressure levels the T-30LSE can produce.
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The T-30LSE is a true limited edition loudspeaker, as only 100 pair will be produced by RBH, it
measures 60.5“ H x 13.25” W x 18” D and weighs 160 pounds each. Available in 30 genuine
wood grain veneers, the T-30LSE's are available now, and have a suggested retail of
$14,999/pair.

About RBH Sound
Since 1976, RBH Sound has been designing, engineering and crafting high-performance
loudspeaker systems, delivering superior acoustic reproduction at sensible prices.

For more information on RBH Sound, please call (800) 543-2205 or visit www.rbhsound.com.
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